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DRAFT RESOLUTIONS

The SGFS Authorized Subgroup recommends to SGFS that:

01. SGFS maintain a list of open and closed issues with regard to OSE related new work 
assigned by JTC 1;

02. SGFS request that NBs and liaison organizations encourage and enable user 
participation in the development of taxonomies and profiles, in order to capture users 
requirements in the most effective way;

03. SGFS request that SCs involved in developing profiles for specific application areas, and 
especially SC24, should comment on item 2 of the issues list that states that no new 
functionalities be added outside of the base standards;

04. SGFS encourage NBs, Liaisons organizations, SCs and TCs to:
1) keep SGFS informed of user requirements they have collected;
2) keep SGFS informed of taxonomy developments and how they accomodate 

users requirements;
3) take steps to ensure that such taxonomies are harmonized;

05. SGFS resolve that a Profile should describe the correlation between the Profile definition 
and the user requirements;

06. SGFS request that NBs, Liaisons organizations and SCs involved in OSE and specific 
applications areas, provide SGFS with information on the required conformance testing 
methodology for Profiles, and in particular to comment on the applicability of ISO 9646 
and IEEE 1003.3 (currently under consideration by SC22/WG15) in their areas of work;

07. NBs and Liaisons organizations review and comment the following documents in time for 
the next SGFS meeting:
1) initial draft TR10000-1.3;
2 )issues list;
3) proposals for OSE Taxonomy such as the initial draft contained in SGFS N337 

and N405 Annex C;
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